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zemeckis, starkey, and carter collected
scenes from the movie and set them to the
music of bruce broughton who directed the
music for the film. the audio commentary
and the film itself are both released on a
single disc. i'm giving the film the full robert
zemeckis treatment. this gives you the best
zemeckis fan's commentary. now, after the
title card, you'll hear brief excerpts from a
number of scenes that zemeckis and
company chose to use on the soundtrack
album. it's a fascinating listen that will give
you a full appreciation of the film as a whole.
zemeckis and carter's three-hour
conversation is the real draw, though.
offered as part of a new special edition of
the film, it's worth your time even if you
don't own the new disc. where zemeckis,
starkey and carter talk, they talk and talk
and talk, so no matter how many times you
hear the words "forrest gump," you'll never
know when they'll say it. to mark the 30th
anniversary of the hit film, warner bros.
released forrest gump on the newly
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constructed best picture collection dvd set.
the disc is formatted into 10 chapters with
supplemental material following each
chapter. the bonus features are divided into
five chapters: "forrest gump and his world,"
"behind the scenes," "music of the film,"
"espn sports" and "making the film." the disc
also offers clean up and a fly-through mode.
the avc-encoded 1080p transfer is handled
with care by warner. again, the grainy and
murky look of the 1992 release is a thing of
the past. the disc offers a strong, relatively
clean image. blacks are rich and vivid,
delivering rich, deep blacks on the foliage.
this releases the film in its palest form.
whites turn a bit soft, but they're easily
remedied. colors are muted, but full-bodied
and clear. detail is there, but is not
particularly impressive.
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The film debuted on Blu-ray Disc in October
2008. Forrest Gump's 2.35:1 presentation on
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the main menu is unmistakably upgraded
over the DVD's flat-looking 1080p. Native

1080i AVC video, bitrate-reduced, is
delivered over DTS-HD Master Audio. The
ongoing dialogue track is complete in 4.0

and features a decent drop-in track with the
audio split with a nice stereo English SDH
track. The film's dubbed-in English is clean
and clear, a good thing considering some of

the dialogue is heard with a Greek or
Hebrew accent. The best looking and most
involving presentation is on disc nine, the
Trivia Track. Through interviews with the

cast and crew, Zemeckis, Starkey, director of
photography Jarred Ludwig, and editor Fred
Raskin, we learn that the movie was shot on
less than $60 million and was made in the
cheapest way possible, with beautiful, soft

lighting the only luxury. You have to wonder
how a movie like this emerged from a film

school like the University of Southern
California. Things become even more

intriguing when you learn that Zemeckis
started his career on low-budget low-cast B-
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movies, including his first starring role in a
feature with James Cameron, Twister. I gave
this release a closer look, and after reading
about my coverage the previous DVD in this
series, I had a difficult time imagining this

release looking any better than the previous
DVD. I was wrong. The quality difference
here is staggering and even the biggest

Forrest Gump fan is going to be impressed at
the look of this new high-def film, even if its

content remains as mundane as the previous
releases. The image now exhibits brightness
and contrast at its peak, giving everything a
look of truer color. Detail is crisper, blacks
are deeper, and textures more textured.

Clarity has never been better in any of the
sources I've tried, be they 35mm, Blu-ray, or

DVD. Beyond that, the audio here is given
the attention it deserves with a full DTS-HD

5.1 mix, and the picture quality is even
improved over the standard-def DVD's 1080i
video. The Trivia Track is a pleasant surprise

as well, as it adds more information than
ever about what it took to make Forrest
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Gump, and where it was filmed. 5ec8ef588b
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